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Title: AFISCO Insurance Corporation et al. vs. Court of Appeals, Court of Tax Appeals, and
Commissioner of Internal Revenue

Facts:
Forty-one non-life insurance companies in the Philippines formed into a pool to facilitate
reinsurance transactions with Munchener Ruckversicherungs-Gesselschaft (Munich), a non-
resident foreign insurer. Despite not acting as reinsurers themselves or assuming risk, they
entered into Quota Share Reinsurance and Surplus Reinsurance Treaties  with Munich,
necessitating a pool for allocating shared risks based on their capacity to absorb them.

On April  14, 1976, the pool filed an “Information Return of Organization Exempt from
Income Tax” for 1975. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue later assessed the pool with
deficiency  corporate  taxes  and  withholding  tax  on  dividends  paid  to  Munich  and  the
members. These assessments were protested, but the protest was denied in 1986 — leading
to the litigation that eventually reached the Supreme Court.

Procedurally, the pool challenged the assessments before the Court of Tax Appeals (CTA),
which sustained the Internal Revenue Commissioner’s findings. The subsequent appeal to
the Court of Appeals (CA) was dismissed, with the CA sustaining the CTA’s decision, leading
the pool to file a Petition for Review before the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. Whether the “clearing house” or “insurance pool” can be deemed a partnership or an
association subject to corporation tax under the NIRC.
2. Whether the pool’s remittances to the member companies and Munich are taxable as
dividends.
3. Whether the government’s right to assess and collect said tax had prescribed.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court affirmed the CA’s decision, holding:

1. The pool is taxable as a corporation under the NIRC. It found that the pool had features
characteristic of a corporation, such as a common fund for administration expenses and an
executive board. The arrangement for sharing profits places it squarely within the purview
of a taxable entity.

2.  The  remittances  to  the  pool  members  and  Munich  are  taxable  as  dividends.  They
represent shared profits and, as such, are subject toincome tax.
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3. The right to assess and collect taxes had not prescribed, given the inability to locate the
taxpayer at the address given in the filed return, thus tolling the period of limitation.

Doctrine:
1. Unregistered partnerships or associations, when acting in ways akin to corporations, are
deemed taxable as corporations under the National Internal Revenue Code.
2. Remittances representing a share in common profits through an unregistered partnership
or association are taxable as dividends.
3. The government’s right to assess and collect taxes can be suspended if the taxpayer
cannot be located at the address provided in the return, thus delaying the issuance of the
assessment.

Class Notes:
– Partnerships for taxation purposes can include entities resembling partnerships, even if
unregistered.
– Definition of corporation for tax purposes includes certain associations, joint ventures,
non-professional partnerships, and pools.
– Dividends are subject to taxation, and structures created for profit-sharing will have such
distributions taxed accordingly.
– Tax exemptions are strictly construed against the taxpayer, and the burden of proof lies on
the one claiming the exemption.
– The period for tax assessment and collection may be suspended under specific legal
conditions, such as non-locatability of taxpayer’s address filed on the return.

Historical Background:
The case represents how the tax authorities and judicial system deal with novel business
arrangements, such as a pool of insurers in the Philippines during the 1970s. An insurance
pool, formed to facilitate business with foreign enterprises, was treated as a corporation
despite its informal creation, reflecting the government’s approach to ensuring that revenue
collections are not impeded by untraditional business formats.


